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UNIVERSAL DASH HARNESS
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
(INSTALLATION OF WIRES ON GAUGES)

TACHOMETER
PURPLE/WHITE TO "TACH" TERMINAL
RED/WHITE TO BATTERY (+)
BLACK TO GROUND (-)

FUEL LEVEL GAUGE
PINK TO SENDER (S)
RED/WHITE TO BATTERY (+)
BLACK TO GROUND (-)

OIL PRESSURE GAUGE
LIGHT BLUE/BLACK TO SENDER (S)
RED/WHITE TO BATTERY (+)
BLACK TO GROUND (-)

WATER TEMPERATURE GAUGE
LIGHT GREEN TO SENDER (S)
RED/WHITE TO BATTERY (+)
BLACK TO GROUND (-)

VOLTMETER
RED/WHITE TO BATTERY (+)
BLACK TO GROUND (-)

ALL DASH LIGHTS
BROWN TO LIGHT B+
BLACK TO GROUND

LEFT TURN INDICATOR
LIGHT BLUE TO INDICATOR B+
BLACK TO GROUND

RIGHT TURN INDICATOR
BLUE TO INDICATOR B+
BLACK TO GROUND

HIGH BEAM INDICATOR
GREEN TO INDICATOR B+
BLACK TO GROUND
NOTES:

1. IF YOUR GAUGES HAVE STUDS WITH NUTS INSTEAD OF BLADE PUSH ON CONNECTORS, USE THE ADAPTER TERMINALS SUPPLIED FOR CONVERSION TO THE PUSH ON STYLE.

2. IF YOUR DASH LIGHTS HAVE A SINGLE WIRE COMING OUT THE CENTER OF THE SOCKET, ATTACH THE BROWN WIRE TO IT AND ATTACH THE BLACK WIRE TO THE GAUGE MOUNTING BRACKET USING THE RING TERMINALS PROVIDED.

3. IF YOUR INDICATOR LIGHTS HAVE PUSH ON TERMINALS, REMOVE THE BUTT CONNECTORS INSTALLED ON THE HARNESS INDICATOR WIRES AND REPLACE WITH THE PUSH ON CONNECTORS SUPPLIED.

4. IN THIS HARNESS THE LEFT AND RIGHT TURN SIGNAL INDICATOR WIRES ARE IN THE SEPERATE 2 WIRE CONNECTOR.